HANDLE ACCESSORY FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

- Umbrella Holder
- Scorecard Holder
- Drinks Holder
- GPS Holder
UMBERELLA HOLDER FITTING
INSTRUCTIONS

YOUR UMBRELLA HOLDER ACCESSORY KIT CONTAINS:

A  M6 X 28MM BOLT
B  M6 X 38MM BOLT
C  M6 X 45MM BOLT
D  M6 X 80MM BOLT
E  WASHER X 2
F  WING NUT X 2
G  FREEWAY BRACKET
H  UMBRELLA EXTENSION ARM
I  UMBRELLA HOLDER BODY

IMPORTANT

COMPACT C2 ACCESSORY BRACKET NOT INCLUDED

Your new Powakaddy Handle Accessory does not include the COMPACT C2 fixing bracket which is supplied in the box with the trolley. Find Fitting Instructions on the Back Page.
* Secure Umbrella in Holder by tightening top fixing.
* Secure Umbrella in Holder by tightening top fixing.
SCORECARD HOLDER FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

YOUR SCORECARD HOLDER ACCESSORY KIT CONTAINS:

A M6 X 28MM BOLT
B M6 X 38MM BOLT
C M6 X 45MM BOLT
D M6 X 80MM BOLT
E WASHER X 2
F WING NUT X 2
G FREEWAY BRACKET
H EXTENSION ARM
I SCORECARD HOLDER BODY

IMPORTANT
COMPACT C2 ACCESSORY BRACKET NOT INCLUDED

Your new Powakaddy Handle Accessory does not include the COMPACT C2 fixing bracket which is supplied in the box with the trolley. Find Fitting Instructions on the Back Page.
YOUR DRINKS HOLDER ACCESSORY KIT CONTAINS:

- **A** M6 X 28MM BOLT
- **B** M6 X 38MM BOLT
- **C** M6 X 45MM BOLT
- **D** M6 X 80MM BOLT
- **E** WASHER X 2
- **F** WING NUT X 2
- **G** FREEWAY BRACKET
- **H** EXTENSION ARM
- **I** DRINKS HOLDER ARM
- **J** DRINKS HOLDER BODY

**IMPORTANT**

COMPACT C2 ACCESSORY BRACKET NOT INCLUDED

Your new Powakaddy Handle Accessory does not include the COMPACT C2 fixing bracket which is supplied in the box with the trolley. Find Fitting Instructions on the Back Page.
* Slot Drinks Holder Body onto the arm as shown.
Slot Drinks Holder Body onto the arm as shown.
YOUR GPS HOLDER ACCESSORY KIT CONTAINS:

A  M5 X 25MM PAN HEAD SCREW X 2  
B  M6 X 38MM BOLT X 2  
C  M6 X 45MM BOLT  
D  WASHER X 2  
E  WING NUT X 2  
F  NUT M5 X 2  
G  GPS BRACKET LEFT  
H  GPS BRACKET RIGHT  
I  EXTENSION BRACKET  
J  GPS HOLDER ARM  
K  GPS HOLDER BODY

IMPORTANT

COMPACT C2 ACCESSORY BRACKET NOT INCLUDED

Your new Powakaddy Handle Accessory does not include the COMPACT C2 fixing bracket which is supplied in the box with the trolley. Find Fitting Instructions on the Back Page.
GPS Brackets must be fitted under the handle when using the Freeway Model. * Ensure brackets are orientated as shown.
* Slot Scorecard Holder Body onto the arm as shown.
Slot GPS Holder Body onto the arm as shown.
FITTING MULTIPLE ACCESSORIES
FITTING MULTIPLE ACCESSORIES

TO FIT MULTIPLE ACCESSORIES REFER TO THE LISTED PARTS AND FOLLOWING DRAWINGS:

- A M6 X 28MM BOLT
- B M6 X 38MM BOLT
- C M6 X 45MM BOLT
- D M6 X 80MM BOLT
- E WASHER
- F WING NUT
- G FREEWAY BRACKET
- H UMBRELLA HOLDER EXTENSION ARM
- I UMBRELLA HOLDER BODY
- J EXTENSION ARM
- K SCORECARD HOLDER BODY
- L DRINKS HOLDER ARM
- M DRNKS HOLDER BODY
- N GPS ARM
- O GPS HOLDER BODY
* Use the same 80mm bolt with or without the umbrella holder.

**ATTACH THE GPS HOLDER AS SHOWN PREVIOUSLY**
FIT SCORECARD HOLDER AND DRINKS HOLDER TO RIGHT HAND SIDE
FIT UMBRELLLA HOLDER AND GPS HOLDER TO THE LEFT HAND SIDE
ATTACH COMPACT C2 BRACKET AS SHOWN

* ORIENTATE BRACKET AS SHOWN TO FOLLOW CURVATURE OF HANDLE.
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